Swarms of light in metal

For extended range orchestral bells and electronics
By jeff herriott

Swarms of light in metal is composed for extended range orchestral bells (glockenspiel). both the bells and electronics parts are
notated one octave below the sounding pitch.
The piece consists of four sections, separated by brief pauses of approximately 10-15 seconds each. These sections coincide with the
sectional divisions in the electronics. Except for the beginning of Section 4, performer begins and ends with the electronics each
time. The timings for each section are:
Section 1: 0-2:10
Section 2: 2:20 -4:50
Section 3: 5:04-6:40
Section 4: approx. 6:50-9:10 (note that electronics start 25-30 seconds after performer)
These timings are not exact becase The electronic sounds continue to fade through the section divisions and again at the end. More
specific details regarding performer and electronics interaction are included on the score.
The electronics consist of a fixed stereo recording made from orchestral bell samples. In performance, it is recommended that there
be a smooth balance between the live bells and the electronic sounds. for this reason, it may be necessary to amplify the bells.
Additionally, an on-stage monitor may be necessary if it is difficult for the performer to hear.
Performer may require a stopwatch for rehearsals, but it is not recommended for use in performance.

Swarms of light in metal was composed for percussionist Trevor Saint, for premiere at PASIC Focus Day 2010: ecology of Percussion.
Thanks to trevor for helping to record the samples using his fabulous set of bells.
Duration approximately 9:30
Copyright © 2010 by Jeff Herriott (BMI). All international rights reserved.

program note:
In swarms of light in metal, the interaction between performer and electronics is intended to mirror the interdependence between
different elements in an ecosystem. Individual components of ecosystems may by themselves seem simple, but the inter-relationships
between them are highly complex and infinitely variable. In the same way, this piece focuses on small, subtle sounds and minute
variations in timbre, both in the percussion and the electronics. The relationships between these sounds reflect our ecology, as small
changes in any part of the piece affect the meaning and significance of the others. swarms of light in metal was composed for
percussionist Trevor Saint as part of his quest to commission and present fascinating modern literature for solo bells.
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